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Nova Scotia was connected to the mass enslavement of African men, women, and
children in the Americas because Nova Scotia was part of the economy of the
Atlantic world in the 18th and 19th centuries. Well into the late 19th century, a
crucial part of that economy was the labour of enslaved Africans and the trade in
sugar and other tropical goods produced through their brutally exploited, coerced
labour. From that trade indirectly came much of the funding for the founding and
early operating costs of King’s College. No Nova Scotia ships sailed to Africa to
buy human beings. But trade networks linked this province with the West Indies,
the United States, the rest of British North America, and Britain. Through this
network’s channels flowed goods produced by slaves and investment capital
derived from trading in the products of their work. And into the public treasury of
Nova Scotia (as of Britain) flowed taxes from the trade in slave-produced goods:
rum, coffee, sugar, and molasses.
Those taxes were at the foundation of King’s’ initial budget. Initially, the
budget was made up of an annual grant of £400 sterling from the province’s public
revenue, combined after 1802 with a larger annual grant (£1,000) from the British
government (1803-1833). Student fees helped pay the professors and fund the
library. A few wealthy individuals made small donations in 1802. Between 1847
and 1854, some larger donations contributed to a modest endowment fund. All
these sources of funding were derived in part from the production and trade in
goods made by the exploitation of enslaved African people and their descendants.
An important funder of the college, especially between 1825 and 1846,1 was the
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Anglican Church’s Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts
(SPG). That Society had a very direct connection to slavery. The SPG owned two
sugar plantations in Barbados, known as the Codrington estates. None of the
revenue from those plantations came to King’s, but the SPG is nonetheless an
important part of King’s’ history and its relation to slavery.
During the period discussed in this paper, people of African descent
everywhere in the Atlantic world, including Nova Scotia, faced racially specific
dangers from enslavement, and even free Black people faced harms from the
ideology of white supremacy that was used to justify slavery.2 In slave societies,
enslaved people resisted daily and sometimes took up arms in revolt. In the early
1700s, local and generally unorganized anti-slavery sentiment could be found
among non-slaveholding white Britons.3 From the 1770s onward, with increasing
power and momentum in the 1780s and after, enslaved people and their abolitionist
allies within the British empire (and beyond) were challenging at a political level
the trade in enslaved people and the horrific exploitation of their labouring lives.4
But in those same decades – the mid 1780s to the early 1850s – decades in which
King’s was launched, struggled, and grew – the white men and boys at King’s
benefited from the slavery-based economy of the Atlantic world. This was true
whether as individuals they endorsed slavery, fiercely opposed it, or hazily
imagined its amelioration and gradual extinction. This essay shows how, and how
much, the institution through which they were educated benefited financially from
slavery.
To make the scope of this research manageable, I have focused on the period
in the College’s history when the government of the province played a substantial
role in the administration of the College. Under a new statute in 1854, the College
depended less on government funding. My choice of time period also recognizes
that Nova Scotia’s economic orientation was changing in the mid-1850s. An era of
freer trade, beginning in the 1840s, loosened the economic entanglements that
indirectly connected King’s to the slave societies of the Caribbean. The demands
of the industrializing United States and, after 1867, the Canadas, began to draw
Nova Scotia’s trading activity westward, even though Britain and the oceanic
world remained economically important. In short, my findings concern a period
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when both public policy and private commerce oriented Nova Scotia firmly to the
economy, politics, and culture of the British Atlantic world. I begin with a sketch
of that world. The main part of the paper traces how and measures how much
money that was derived from the West Indies trade funded the College. I end with
a comment about what the College’s connection to slavery meant and why it
matters that we remember it.
NOVA SCOTIA – AN EDDY IN ONE CORNER OF THE TRIANGULAR
TRADE
“Nova Scotia” (in roughly its present area) was created on Mi’kma’ki in
1784, defining part of Mi’kmaq traditional territory as a unit of British colonial
administration. Nova Scotia’s economic destiny was linked to other maritime
British North American colonies, but after 1784, the province was separate from
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton, independent from them
in its law and policy. Like the rest of British North America, Nova Scotia was at
the edge of the triangular trade network that linked Britain, the Americas, and the
Atlantic coast of Africa. Although not engaged directly in the transatlantic slave
trade, Nova Scotians bought and sold enslaved people, importing them from and
possibly selling to the United States and the British West Indies.5 This small scale
trade in enslaved people did not itself drive Nova Scotia’s economy, unlike the
significant role of enslaved people as capital investment for plantation owners in
the British West Indies’s sugar islands or for British merchants in cities like
Liverpool or Glasgow. But the province’s economic life was nonetheless
connected to slavery.
British colonial leaders like Bishop Charles Inglis, the province’s first
Anglican bishop, hoped Nova Scotia would be part of a cultural, commercial, and
military network that connected loyal British North America and the British West
Indies.6 Nova Scotia was to replace the former, “revolted” colonies, now the
United States. In commercial terms, Nova Scotia (including the British garrison
and fleet in Halifax) would import British and British West Indies goods. Nova
Scotia merchants, especially those in Halifax, would also re-sell parts of those
imported cargoes to other provinces in British North America. Nova Scotia
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merchants would provide market information, credit, warehousing, and shipping
insurance. Nova Scotia itself produced little for export: largely shingles and barrel
staves, grindstones, gypsum, whale oil, some fish. It had to import food (such as
flour and livestock) to feed its own residents, and its merchants purchased fish
from Newfoundland and timber from New Brunswick to re-sell in the British West
Indian sugar colonies. Across the ocean in London, it seemed briefly possible that
Halifax, Liverpool, and Shelburne would become the new Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia.7
That never happened. Trade continued, to be sure. Nova Scotia’s merchants
supplied the province’s consumers with rum, brown, sugar, molasses, and coffee
from the West Indies. But the re-export trade of those goods remained modest. In
many exports to the British West Indies – fish, timber, grain, livestock – Nova
Scotia was outcompeted by merchants in Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and
massively (often against British law) by New England, whose farms and fisheries
were vastly more productive and their ports closer to the West Indies markets.
Sometimes, when Britain decided to forbid its British West Indies colonies from
importing US goods, American foodstuffs travelled to the British West Indies via
Halifax, leaving commissions, fees, and tax revenues in Nova Scotia. There was
money to be made by merchants at the Nova Scotian node in this trade network. In
these ways, trade with the West Indies sugar islands was a means to wealth for a
small number of families in Nova Scotia, even though never equalling in number
and rarely in scale the wealth of New England’s merchants. Individuals who
deployed capital that had been built or borrowed in Britain or the United States, or
mortgaged against large Nova Scotian land grants, or saved from their government
salaries and professional fees in Nova Scotia, invested in trade with the slaverybased economies in the British West Indies.8
Sometimes during the first three decades of King’s’ existence, the surging
currents of war, especially the war of 1812, made for a rich windfall in the West
Indies trade. Between 1820 and 1854, financial panics (both homegrown and
international) sometimes destroyed family fortunes. Imperial policy –
emancipation of enslaved people in the Atlantic empire, the Navigation Acts and
later free trade, wars and treaties – made economic life uncertain for Nova Scotian
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merchants and the producers who depended on them for access to markets. But the
West Indies trade, though buffeted by changes, continued to yield profits to Nova
Scotian merchant traders. By various routes, those profits, the value created in part
by the cruelly exploited labour of enslaved people, helped fund the founding and
operations of King’s academy and college.
STUDENT FEES
Merchants’ profit from the trade in slave-produced goods
After 1789, merchants’ profits merely trickled rather than poured into
King’s. Later, after 1846, a funding crisis brought in more support from Nova
Scotian merchants. Throughout the period covered in this essay, merchant
contributions to the King’s coffers took two forms: student fees and donations.
Because fees do not appear in the college accounts,9 there is no readily available
record of their quantity. But we can tell (at least roughly) which students’ fees
were paid out of West Indies merchant money. I have developed a list of merchants
who regularly imported goods into Halifax in 1792-93 (the optimistic early days),
and another list for spring quarter of 1815, a moment when importing was at its
peak. I have compared this sample with customs house documents from the
surrounding years, and in my judgement, it reflects faithfully the names of the
usual importers and their cargoes, whether dutiable goods from Britain and the
U.S., or West Indies goods: rum, brown sugar, refined sugar (British in its
immediate origin, West Indian initially), molasses, and coffee.10 Some merchants
traded in all three zones. Others specialized. Consulting family genealogies and
individual biographies, I have identified 43 students as sons, grandsons, or legatees
of the usual West Indies importers. Another 5 students may be so related.11 From
archivist Janet Hathaway’s carefully compiled list of 480 students enrolled
between 1789 and 1833, these students, between 43 and 48 in number, were 8 per
cent to 10 per cent of the total. They were not the majority of King’s students, and
their parents were not King’s’ main supporters. The main supporters were lawyers,
doctors, and clergy. But a few of the merchants’ stories will illustrate how the
money that paid their fees was made, and how their families connected King’s to
the province’s governing elite.
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In 1825, merchant Charles S. Hill left money in trust for his nephew
Robert’s children. Two of them, William and George Hill, came to King’s shortly
afterward. My sample of customs house reports shows that their uncle Charles
brought in a cargo of rum from Montserrat in 1792. His main connection to the
West Indies trade was his auction house, where he sold other merchants’ cargoes.
From a contemporary newspaper ad,12 we know that Hill auctioned at least one
enslaved person of African descent, a 13-year-old boy. Historian Barry Cahill
notes that Hill’s wealth came mainly from his auction business, and that he worked
with one of the most important West Indies merchant trading firms, the Cochrans,
run by two brothers, Thomas (Sr.) and William. Hill was also married to the
Cochrans’ sister Rebecca.13
In the next generation, the Cochran family was closely connected to King’s.
Thomas Cochran (b.1777), a son of one of the merchant brothers, was a student at
King’s before 1802. His brothers, James (later Sir James, chief Justice of Gibraltar)
and William were also King’s students. Thomas Cochran began a career in law and
became Chief Justice of P.E.I. at age 28. When the Library was seeking donations
in 1802, Thomas contributed books (shortly before his death in a shipwreck). In his
generation of Cochrans, who were beneficiaries of the West Indies trade but not
themselves merchants, sister Elizabeth cemented the link to King’s by marrying
Bishop Charles Inglis’s son John, the future Bishop and diocesan Visitor to
King’s.14 In 1792-93, the Cochrans’ firm had brought rum, sugar, and molasses to
Halifax from Jamaica (3 cargoes), Port au Prince (2 cargoes),15 Bermuda,
Barbados, and Grenada. These eight cargoes in two years made them among the
most frequent importers of West Indies goods. If the occasional enslaved person
came to Nova Scotia as cargo, frequency made the Cochrans’ ships a likely
vehicle.
Compared with the merchant Cochrans, another King’s father-son
connection was unlikely to have brought enslaved people to Halifax as cargo.
Merchant Lawrence Hartshorne sent sons Lawrence and Hugh to King’s. A
Quaker, Hartshorne had come to Nova Scotia from a part of New England where,
in the 1770s, Quaker meetings were expelling from their fellowship any members
who owned slaves. In the 1782 register of Black loyalists known as the Book of
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Negroes, we see that before arriving in Nova Scotia, Hartshorne had freed four
people of African descent that he had owned – George and Ann Black and their
children Ruben (aged 7) and Sukey (5). The Black family carried a certificate to
that effect.16 Given the growing importance of anti-slavery politics among Quakers
during the 1770s, Hartshorne had probably come to hold and act upon anti-slavery
views. What is certain is that, along with fellow Quaker Thomas Clarkson, he
supported out of principle, against the Nova Scotia Governor, the right of free
Black loyalists in 1792 to escape racism in Nova Scotia and seek autonomy in
Sierra Leone.17 All that said, when Lawrence Hartshorne paid to send his sons to
King’s, he paid with money partly earned by trading in goods whose makers had
been terrorized by the lash and whose children were born as saleable property.
Hartshorne (and later his son Lawrence) regularly imported slave-produced rum
from Barbados and Jamaica in 1792-93 and in spring of 1815, in partnership with
Charles Boggs, two cargoes from Jamaica.
The other West Indies merchant family names among our list of students and
graduates are Barss, Black, Boggs, Deblois, Dewolf, Fraser, Freeman, Lawson,
Pryor, Starr, and Wallace. The family of the Fairbanks students were mostly
merchants, but the Fairbanks merchants do not appear as importers specifically of
West Indies goods in the sources I consulted. There are other students – Halls and
Tremains – who were almost certainly sons of the West Indies trade but for whom
no definitive genealogy can be traced in the available research time.18
When business was booming in the British West Indies trade, the profits
made were rich because of the labour of a harshly treated, racially defined work
force. After emancipation in the British West Indies was complete in 1838, Nova
Scotia’s West Indies merchants shifted away from those British suppliers and
began to purchase most of their sugar and molasses from the other, “foreign” West
Indies, where planters were still legally using enslaved labour. Prices and supply
there were better, and so profits in Nova Scotia were better.19 No clearer evidence
than this shift exists to show how important slavery was to the business model of
Nova Scotia’s West Indies trade.
Lawyers, office holders, and the West Indies trade
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There was also a category of payers of student fees who were not wholesale
buyers and sellers of sugar goods and yet whose fortunes depended in some
significant degree on the trade. These were the colony’s lawyers and holders of
public office, two categories that often overlapped among the most prosperous.
One such man was Richard John Uniacke, a lawyer who held public office
as Attorney General of NS between 1797 and his death in 1830. From that office,
he was on the King’s Board of Governors, and he also donated to the college
library. Uniacke sent at least four of his sons to King’s College, as a step towards
their careers in law.20 In 1773, Uniacke had emigrated from Ireland to St. Kitts in
the West Indies, following an elder brother who was serving in the British Army
there. A diary entry from Uniacke’s days in St. Kitt’s show him perplexed by,
possibly opposed to, the enslavement of Africans, who, he wrote, were no different
in their “capacitys” than white people. His later career as a lawyer in Nova Scotia
shows real, practical opposition to the practice of slavery.21 Like many wealthy
Nova Scotians, however, the roots of Uniacke’s fortune were entangled in the West
Indies trade.
In Uniacke’s case, the connection was made through the Vice-Admiralty
Court. There, he provided legal services during one of the peak periods of Nova
Scotia privateering, 1798-1801. Privateers were merchant vessels licensed during
war to attack and seize the merchant vessels of enemy nations. In one study of
Liverpool privateers, Dan Conlin shows that Liverpool’s West Indies trade,
booming between 1793 and 1796, collapsed completely in 1797. Between 1798
and 1801, privateering replaced it, with Liverpool vessels hunting in the same
waters they had previously peacefully sailed, capturing ships that often carried
West Indies cargo.22 These cargoes sometimes included enslaved people. A
privateer would sell captured slaves in the West Indies before the privateer vessel
returned to Nova Scotia, carrying just one or two of the human cargo as
witnesses.23 At the Vice-Admiralty Court, a judge determined whether vessels
captured by privateers were legitimate prizes of war. If so, then the vessel and its
cargo were auctioned off and the proceeds shared out among crew, captain, and
ship owner. Uniacke, as the lawyer for privateers, collected fixed fees on each
prize. In a few short years, he collected £3,500 from this work. From this
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exceptional influx of income, Uniacke paid to educate his sons in the 1810s (and
paid to build his Mount Uniacke residence).24
Another King’s student, Thomas Jeffery (1829), was the son of Thomas
Nickleson Jeffery who was, like Uniacke, a colonial office holder – His Majesty’s
Collector of Customs (between 1803 and his death in 1847). Young Thomas’s
mother was Martha Maria Uniacke, so the Attorney General was his grandfather.
The Collector of Customs was among the most senior and powerful officeholders
in the colonial hierarchy. His connection to the West Indies trade was by way of
customs house fees (imperial) and a percentage of the duties, mainly provincial. In
Halifax, the Collector was paid 3.5% of the provincial custom house revenue.25 In
1793, the provincial taxes on West Indies imports generated 50% of the customs
house revenue, and there was little public revenue in the province other than what
came from the customs house. In 1815, the ratio of West Indies trade taxes to
others had dropped to about 25%, but that was a change likely based as much on
the expansion of other trade between 1808 and 1815.26 Jeffery’s income fluctuated
along with the trade revenue, but it was certainly many hundreds of pounds a year.
When trade was booming, it was thousands of pounds. In 1815, it was roughly
£4,000, double the Lieutenant-Governor’s salary.27 The expense of his son’s tuition
at King’s was no strain on the Collector’s household budget.
Family legacies and links
As the Uniacke/Jeffery family connection suggests, marriage could be one
way that a King’s student’s fees were tied to income from the West Indies trade.
The often large families of sons and daughters of merchants, lawyers, office
holders, and clergy in Nova Scotia married among these families. From such
marriages emerged a network of credit, official patronage, and personal obligation.
Because credit rating agencies and professional accreditation systems did not exist,
the tender ties of family served as one important basis of trust in business
relations.28 In “The Halifax Connection,” genealogist Terrence Punch documented
how many marriages linked the men who held elected and appointed office. His
analysis does not emphasise links to the West Indies trade in particular, but tracing
the merchants who appear in his genealogies reveals their place in the network.
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Every individual I have so far named was related by marriage to a merchant
family, most of them in the West Indies trade. And there were many more such
links, beyond Halifax to Liverpool, Windsor, and Annapolis Royal.29
The practice of naming sons after men in their mothers’ families makes
some of these links quickly visible. For example, Benjamin Gerrish Gray, a King’s
student in the early 1790s, was the great-nephew of Benjamin Gerrish. In 1760-61,
Uncle Benjamin Gerrish had held the government job of “Indian commissary” in
Nova Scotia. In that role, he had the monopoly of trading for furs with the
Mi’kmaq, exchanging foodstuffs, including West Indies rum, for pelts. He made a
substantial, indeed controversial, profit from this trade.30 At his death, he left a
large estate, but no children. His legacy was divided between his wife and his
great-nephew, who was the son of his niece, Mary Gerrish, and Joseph Gray. Gray
had been Benjamin Gerrish’s business partner in merchant trading. Young
Benjamin Gerrish Gray’s inheritance came from a fortune made in part through
selling rum at a monopolist’s profit, and one way or another, whether through his
father’s trade or his great uncle’s bequest, his student fees at Kings’s were paid
with money from buying and selling rum (and probably other West Indian sugar
products). Trained as a clergyman, B.G. Gray would go on to be the SPG
missionary to the Jamaican maroons at Preston after their arrival in 1796. After
1801, Gray returned to King’s as English master and, for five years, as the
College’s first librarian.31
Among the West Indies merchants and their kin, views on slavery may have
varied, as the case of the Hartshornes suggests. One can reasonably guess, though,
that a father or uncle or maternal grand-father who made his money in buying and
selling slave-made goods might not have welcomed outspoken abolitionist views
from young King’s men at family parties. He might have pointed out how the
metaphorical bread was buttered and where the sugar and the coffee on the table
literally came from. So might an outspoken wife, mother, or sister. The importance
of West Indies money in Nova Scotia meant that, in the circles from which some
King’s students came, discussion of the slavery question would have been fraught
with awareness of practical implications for the family fortunes.
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DONATIONS
Income from student fees was the most direct channel by which the West
Indies merchants of Nova Scotia helped to establish and sustain King’s. There was
no endowing of the institution by large outright donations from private individuals.
In the College’s sesquicentennial history, F.W. Vroom complained that the rich
men of the colony in the 1780s and 1790s had failed to launch King’s with
anything like the sums of money that would have made it secure as a private
university, like “Harvard and Yale and Columbia.”32 In addition to the Cochran
and Uniacke donations mentioned (books to the library), we know of only one
donation – £100 – from a West Indies merchant trader in the College’s early years.
That was the sum given by Alexander Brymer in 1802, responding to a campaign
to build the Library.33 Brymer’s wealth was legendary, and his ships brought in
torrents of rum and mountains of brown sugar to Halifax. Brymer was truly a man
of the British Atlantic. He brought capital for investment in trade to Halifax when
he arrived as a Loyalist in 1776 and when in 1801 he was ready to retire from
active business, he left Nova Scotia behind, taking his capital with him to
England.34 It may be that he and other English or Scottish business men – Brook
Watson, Joshua Mauger, William Kidston, and William Forsyth – had little
personal attachment to Nova Scotia, even though they were at various times major
figures in Nova Scotia’s West Indies trade.35 Nova Scotia was just one facet of
their Britain-based enterprises, a provincial outpost from which they fled later in
life to enjoy the pleasures of London and Glasgow. Their educational philanthropy,
whatever it may have been, must have ended up in the metropole as they did.
In the late 1840s and early 1850s, Nova Scotia fortunes that had been
founded partly in the West Indies trade contributed to King’s survival. In 1833,
King’s had lost its British parliamentary grant, and in 1846, its Governors learned
they would lose the annual SPG grant that had partly replaced the parliamentary
one. It was clear in 1847 that their revenues were less than half of their minimum
expenses.36 In response, an alumni association was formed to raise money for an
endowment. The alumni’s initial campaign failed by £464 to meet its £2,000 goal,
even though several merchants joined the province’s lawyers, clergy, physicians,
and officeholders in the effort.37 Merchant donors were in the minority, both of
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large and small givers. The handful of large donations (each giving £100) came
from H.H. Cogswell, J.B. Uniacke, Edward Cunard Jr., S.B. Robie, W.B. Bliss,
and the estate of James Peters. Listed separately from the other gifts was £500 for a
Cogswell scholarship. The only direct connection among these men to income
from the West Indies trade was via Edward Cunard (son of Samuel, who himself
pitched in £20). The Cunard fortune, begun by Samuel’s father Abram during the
war of 1812, came from trading among Britain, British North America, the US, and
the West Indies. From the fortune made in those years and the 1820s had come
Edward’s student fees at King’s in the 1830s. After a sharp reversal, nearly
bankruptcy, in 1841, the family had begun to recover by the late 1840s, and
Edward was able to make his substantial donation.38
More indirect yet was the connection to the West Indies trade via H.H.
Cogswell. Cogswell was a lawyer, officeholder, and ultimately a banker. He came
from a successful farm family in the Annapolis Valley, and, unlike his brothers,
who remained farmers, he went into law. As he built savings, he invested in
mortgages and fire insurance rather in ships and shipping. But in 1825, he joined
with a group of merchant traders that was more connected to the West Indies and
formed the Halifax Banking Company.39 Among those merchant traders was Enos
Collins. The son of a Liverpool merchant who imported rum and sugar, Collins
made the beginnings of his fortune in the privateering cruizes of 1798-1801. He
parlayed his prize shares as a ship’s captain into the purchase of ships and cargoes,
among them West Indies goods.40 Though Collins had little formal education, he
must have been persuaded of the value of King’s. In the College’s next major crisis
– in 1849 the provincial grant was nearly terminated, then in 1853 cut by one-third
– the alumni raised close to £10,000 by, in effect, selling stock in the college.
Cogswell devised the outline of the scheme (an expansion of an earlier
practice), and Collins purchased ten “Stock Certificates” at £100 each. The
dividend that this stock paid, so to speak, was the right, for each £100 certificate, to
name a student who would attend without paying fees.41 The capital raised by the
sale of the certificates would generate investment income to make up the college
deficit, and the young Nova Scotia men who came to the notice of these patrons
would get an education. A somewhat desperate trading away of future tuition
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income for endowment capital in the present, this scheme gained from Enos
Collins the college’s biggest single Nova Scotian donation, £1,000. The
fundraising campaign of 1854 brought the institution back from the brink, although
at the price of much reduced fee income.42 Collins played a leading part as the hero
of this rescue drama.
The contribution made by West Indies merchants to King’s finances cannot
be precisely quantified in percentage terms. The archives do not provide data on
total fees, and the channels of contribution through family ties are complex and
murky. Our list of 480 students may not be complete, and my attempt to identify
which of those were merchant sons encountered some limits. The order of
magnitude is probably right, however. That is to say, fee income derived from the
West Indies trade made up about 10 per cent of the total. In the 1847-49
endowment campaign, Edward Cunard’s contribution, combined with a few
smaller ones, constituted about 10 per cent of the total. Similarly, Collins’ dramatic
gesture in the certificate campaign of 1854 made him a donor of 10 per cent of the
total, pushing up the total merchant contribution in that campaign to perhaps 15 per
cent. Further research on the individuals and organizations who purchased
certificates in that campaign could generate a more exact figure. But the overall
picture is that West Indies merchant contributions to King’s as a share of fees was
a relatively constantly ten per cent, and when King’s fundraising in Nova Scotia
became a serious exercise after 1846, alumni from West Indies merchant families
contributed roughly 10 to 15 per cent. As I explain in what follows, other sources
of income to the college were larger and more stable than fee income and
donations.
THE CONTRIBUTION TO KING’S FROM TAXES ON SLAVEPRODUCED GOODS
In 1789, Bishop Charles Inglis persuaded the men of the provincial
government that the colony needed an Academy and College for its sons. Together,
the grammar school and the college would be a seminary for Anglican clergy, a
birthplace for a provincial literature, and the foundation for the professional
training of physicians and lawyers. Located in idyllic Windsor, the school that
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Inglis envisaged could draw boys and young men not only from Nova Scotia, but
also its students would come by sea from all over British North America and from
the British West Indies. Inglis pointed out that, without a college in the loyal
colonies, the already established colleges in the “revolted” colonies would draw
away ambitious young men and put in jeopardy their commitment to the “British
Constitution and Government.”43
Perhaps the men of the provincial state were persuaded as much by the
relative cheapness of having a local school for their sons as they were by the
imperative of loyalism. Some mix of practicality and principle moved them, and
they gave to King’s the revenue from one of the colony’s taxes, the duties on
sugar, both brown sugar (from the British West Indies) and refined sugar (from the
British West Indies, via British refineries). That tax was earmarked to cover the
province’s commitment to King’s in perpetuity of £400 sterling per year, to be
made up from other taxes should the sugar duties not be enough.44 Inglis was most
pleased. The sugar duties were “a very productive tax,” he exulted in a letter to a
friend.45 My analysis of customs house duties for a sample 24 months in 1792-93
shows that the sugar duties easily covered the province’s commitment to the
grant.46 All of that grant, therefore, came from taxes on slave-grown goods.
Larger than the provincial subsidy, but later in arriving, was an annual grant
of £1,000 sterling from the British government, beginning in 1803.47 This grant
was on top of the £3,600 sterling annual grant that Britain allocated to the work of
SPG missionaries in the province. From that sum came the missionary salaries
(£200 per year per parish) that were paid to King’s faculty members for their work
as the parish priests of Falmouth, Newport, and Windsor.48 The parliamentary
grant to King’s of £1,000, like the British grant to the SPG, came from ordinary
British public revenue. A substantial part of that revenue, roughly 10 per cent,
came from import duties and excise taxes on imported West Indies goods – sugar,
tobacco, coffee, and rum.49 Further research would be necessary to determine
whether colonial expenditures such as the King’s grant came from a specific
earmarked tax source in the U.K. If not, then we can attribute to revenue derived
from enslaved labour another small part of King’s basic revenue during the period
of the annual British government grant. Combining 10 per cent of the British grant
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and 100 per cent of the provincial grant between 1803 and 1833, I find that 35.7
per cent of the public funding to King’s in those years came from taxes on slaveproduced goods.
Noticing and making moral judgements about the sources of public revenue
is not just a recent fashion. In the history of British slavery, the empire’s reliance
on sugar duties as a source of revenue for the public treasury became increasingly
controversial after enslavement in the Atlantic colonies ended. Noel Deerr’s 1949
History of Sugar documents the multi-faceted controversy over sugar duties in
Britain in the 1840s. Imports to Britain of sugar from the “foreign” sugar islands
(French, Spanish, Dutch) continued after emancipation, and in some of those
colonies, sugar was produced by enslaved labour. Those who had fought to end the
slave trade and slavery itself objected to the sugar duties for the same moral
reasons that had animated their fight against slavery. The enslaved Africans and
their descendants who produced the sugar were victims of an intolerable moral
wrong, and taxes derived from the goods that they produced were unacceptable.50
Historians of Nova Scotia have not investigated whether political agitation on this
issue crossed the ocean. However, our work in the King’s project supports the
scholarly consensus that Nova Scotians were full participants in the British empire.
They certainly knew of and participated in the debates about slavery.51 They knew
that the West Indies trade helped fill the public treasury. Some of them must have
wondered whether that was as it should be.
SUPPORT FROM THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE
GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS (SPG)
I began this research expecting to find that some of the funding that came to
King’s from the SPG came from profits made on the SPG’s sugar plantation in
Barbados. But the Codrington plantation’s operating revenues stayed in Barbados
to build the endowment of Codrington College and to pay expenses for the SPG’s
mission expenditures aimed at enslaved Africans.52 Following the emancipation of
the enslaved people of Codrington, the SPG collected in 1836 a compensation
payment of £8,558 for their loss of capital investment in the form of 410 human
beings, who were now apprenticed, to be freed entirely in 1838.53 (Formerly
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enslaved people in the British West Indies were not compensated for their unpaid
wages, much less for other the other harms of enslavement.) None of the
compensation that was paid to the SPG as slave-owners came to Nova Scotia.54
Nonetheless, King’s was kept afloat between 1825 and 1846 (and especially
after 1833) in large part because of an annual donation of £500 from the SPG.
Moreover, from the beginning, the SPG missionary salaries for Newport,
Falmouth, and Windsor parishes gave the King’s faculty who served those parishes
part of their incomes. And SPG scholarships paid the fees of varying numbers of
divinity students.55 With so important a financial connection between King’s and
the SPG, the King’s community should be aware of the history of the SPG in
relation to slavery.
The Codrington estates had been a legacy to the SPG in 1710. In the first 60
years of SPG administration at Codrington, the brutal treatment of the enslaved
workers meant that more died than were born or bought from slave sellers.
Historian Mary Butler has traced rates of enslaved people’s deaths on Codrington
as they spiked in response to the local managers’ decisions to increase production.
She concludes that the Codrington managers stopped buying newly enslaved
Africans in 1762 for economic reasons, not compassionate or moral ones.56 On
Codrington before 1770, slaves’ lives mattered, if at all, only in economic terms.
For an owner to kill an enslaved person in Barbados, for any reason or no reason,
meant a £15 fine. But an enslaved person who escaped for 30 days or longer was
sentenced to death.57 A horrifying criminal penalty applied only to Black people if
convicted of murder – burning at the stake, a penalty long out of use in Europe.58
Beginning in the late 1760s, in tune with an emerging culture of sensibility
in Britain,59 the SPG had urged upon their Barbadian administrators more humane
treatment for the people in their sugar cane fields and mills.60 The change of
climate towards humanitarianism in Britain may have emboldened a group of
Black people enslaved on the Codrington estate, who, in 1783, lodged a protest
with the estate’s administrator about a particular overseer’s whipping of field
workers. The overseer was removed. But who could say when the next one of his
kind would come along? An overseer was found to be using the whip on the estate
in 1825, even after a British government policy adopted in 1823 had prohibited it.61
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The Codrington administrators answered in white supremacist terms when the SPG
urged them to improve how enslaved people were treated: “to govern upwards of
300 negroes on one plantation is no easy task, it requires a good deal of address,
and unless a proper decorum, and subordination is ke[pt]’d up, they will soon
become turbulent and unruly, for after all those who know them best must allow
that they are a most inconsiderate and thoughtless race of mortals.”62 During the
1820s, when debate over emancipation was at a fever pitch, the British treasurer of
the SPG, John Heywood Markland, was in charge of the publishing program of the
West Indies planters’ pro-slavery lobby group in the U.K..63 In that context, the
SPG’s publicizing of slavery on Codrington as Christian and benevolent must have
read to abolitionist critics as resistance to emancipation, rather than as a sign of
gradual movement in that direction.64
WEST INDIES INVESTMENT INCOME AMONG KING’S PEOPLE
Having learned of an 1836 payment of £514 from Britain’s slavery
compensation commission to the estate of a Nova Scotian, John Johnston, I sought
out the probate records of wealthy Nova Scotians associated with King’s. I found
that Johnston’s brother, James W., who served as a representative of the provincial
government on the King’s Board and later Acadia’s, shared in Johnston’s estate.65
Like his brother John, James W. had grown up in Jamaica, a society defined by the
sugar plantations and the associated culture of white supremacy. The Johnstons’
family history shows how the migration histories of Nova Scotia’s white elite
families connected some of them to the white supremacist culture of the sugar
colonies. The Johnston family came to Nova Scotia from a society in which a
lawyer and office holder like John, with funds to lend, might (as he did) acquire an
investment interest in enslaved people as a matter of ordinary business.
My search in probate records revealed, however, that the wealthy families
associated with King’s were not investing directly in slavery as Johnston had. They
had many opportunities to make investments in Nova Scotia, the U.S., and Britain.
Beyond their active investments in Nova Scotia businesses, these families –
lawyers, doctors, officeholders, clergy – derived interest income from passive
investments such as mortgages on land in Nova Scotia, government securities in
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Britain, and a variety of American stocks. Because details of their investment
holdings are included in probate only when they died without a will, the sample
that I was able to locate and examine was small, and perhaps not representative.66
But my research in probate papers confirmed the findings that have been reported
on a wide range of individuals in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, as well as
economic historian Julian Gwyn’s conclusions in his landmark study, Excessive
Expectations.67 Investing directly in enslaved human beings in the sugar islands as
John Johnston had done was unusual among wealthy Nova Scotians. However,
investment in the West Indies trade more broadly was an important part of banking
in the province. King’s people, some of them West Indies merchants, others not,
were the majority of investors in Nova Scotia’s two earliest banks, the Halifax
Banking Company (1825) and the Bank of Nova Scotia (1832). Collins and the
Halifax Bank Company (four of whose initial investors were educated at King’s or
sent their sons there) were the first, and for a time, the most important source of
credit for West Indies traders out of Halifax.68
WHY WE NEED TO KNOW THIS HISTORY AND REMEMBER IT
The story I have told here is familiar in its general outline to anyone wellacquainted with Nova Scotia history. History enthusiasts know that the West Indies
trade was important in the economic history of the province. Less well-known,
however, is the breadth of the impact of slavery throughout the Atlantic world, not
just on the plantations of the sugar islands. Historians have shown how the effects
of slave-ownership were not restricted to the physical territory of plantations.69
People like the bishops of the Church of England’s SPG could be slave-owners
without ever setting foot in the West Indies. And societies like Nova Scotia’s in the
late 18th and early 19th centuries could still be economically dependent on slavery
through the trade in slave-produced goods, even though the enslaved people of
African descent in Nova Scotia who worked as servants and suffered harms of
enslavement here were not the main labour force of the province. In this essay, I’ve
sketched some specific, King’s-related, illustrations of these general stories. I’ve
shown that, before 1803, the only regular College revenue source, aside from the
student fees paid to the teachers, was the provincial sugar duties. That means that,
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in these years, the survival of the College and Academy depended entirely on the
West Indies trade. The implication that I draw is that we inherit an institution
funded at its origin by unjustly extracted profits and taxes charged on blood-soaked
goods. We should understand the benefit to the College and the province that was
taken from the enslaved people of the 18th and 19th century West Indies.
The contribution that these enslaved people made to our present benefit was
coerced and it was contested. In 1789, at the time King’s was given the right to a
grant from the province’s sugar duties, the Atlantic world was embroiled in a
struggle over whether slavery should be abolished. Nova Scotia’s first known antislavery pamphlet had been published in 1788, marking Nova Scotians’
participation in this international political and military conflict.70 The enslaved
people of Haiti launched their revolution in 1791, and won independence in 1804.
Equally fiercely, British West Indian slave owners and their allies fought to defend
their property, politically in the United Kingdom, and militarily between 1793 and
1802 in the Caribbean theatre of Britain’s war with France’s revolutionaries. The
acute struggle over race-based chattel slavery in the Americas was a feature of
politics, religion, and daily life across the Americas – from Martinique in the 1760s
to New England in the 1770s to the United States in the 1850s and 1860s to Brazil
in the 1880s, just to name a few hotspots.
People associated with King’s could be found in many positions in the array
of slavery politics. The Reverend William Cochran, the first president of King’s
(before he was president), published the great abolitionist speeches of Wilberforce
and Pitt in a periodical that he founded here in 1789, the Nova-Scotia Magazine
and Comprehensive Review of Literature, Politics, and News. John Howe, Joseph
Howe’s father, kept publishing the magazine, with abolitionist content, until the
spring of 1792.71 By contrast, in 1838, the chapter on slavery in King’s alumnus
T.C. Haliburton’s Sam Slick, the Clockmaker, sharply mocks abolitionists as
sentimental idiots or status-seeking, cynically careerist politicians.72 In
Haliburton’s rhetoric, Slick the character gives voice in his folksy, exaggerated,
intentionally absurd way to a position that people who profited from slavery
expressed seriously, in measured tones: that emancipation in 1834 had been a
chaotic mess, and that even if slavery was bad, ending it was a recipe for economic
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disaster and social chaos, possibly mass murder of former slaveowners by the
Black people formerly enslaved to them. Scholars of Haliburton’s work leave no
doubt that these were Haliburton’s views.73 An education at King’s did not
determine where one stood on slavery.
But King’s as an institution certainly profited (in the sense of benefited)
from West Indian slavery. Everyone who drew a salary or earned a degree from
King’s benefited from the government grants that kept the institution alive when
student fees were scarce and the endowment was small. It must have been easy for
King’s graduates to nod agreement with alumnus Henry Bliss, serving as Nova
Scotia’s agent in London, when he wrote in 1833 that “[t]he most sincere
sympathy for the West Indian interests exists among all connected with the
Northern Colonies [British North America]; and the real cause of West Indian
embarrassments, the interference and agitation in their internal affairs, through the
influence of private combinations in England [such as abolitionists, it would seem],
must be viewed as a violation of all Colonial rights, and all social justice.”74 It was
common sense in the merchants’ circles that Nova Scotia’s interests and those of
the West Indies sugar colonies were aligned and that Nova Scotians should support
the sugar planters’ protests against the “sudden” emancipation of enslaved
people.75 It would have been very easy for King’s people to like the notion that
“Christian slavery” might be made a stable and productive institution, as the SPG
was arguing in the 1820s.76
And that’s why we need to remember this story. It is easy for business-asusual and the usual necessities of daily life to seem simply to be reality, inevitable,
given by forces beyond our control. Think of sugar in the 1790s as being like
smartphones today: once a luxury for a few, now a daily necessity for most. In
using your phone, you are benefitting from exploited labour in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. If you practically cannot stop using the device, you might
have an obligation to try at least to understand the economics and politics of the
horrific exploitation by which it is produced, with an eye to supporting effective
policy to stop the exploitation.77 By analogy, even though we cannot change the
past, we can be aware of how Nova Scotia was part of the system of Atlantic
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slavery, and work to remedy the effects of that system as they have reverberated
over the years through Nova Scotia’s social, economic, and institutional history.
I have emphasised in this essay how King’s depended economically on West
Indies slavery. But money was not the only connection. The ideology by which
slavery was justified, by which drowsy conscience was soothed, was part of Nova
Scotia’s history, too. The notion that Africans and their descendants needed to
have white masters in order to be peaceful and productive – the idea that white
people must rule Black – underpinned the slavery system from which Nova Scotia
indirectly drew some its tax revenues, some of the markets for its barrels and fish
and gypsum, and profits for its West Indies merchants. That ideology is still with
us, expressed in modern forms, and so are those who challenge it.78 Both the
ideology and, to a lesser extent, the challenge are part of King’s’ Anglican
heritage. Today’s Anglican church works for justice, throws resources into caring,
not just for its congregations, but for people in need at home and abroad, and
sometimes challenges unjust power.79 As part of that effort, they and we as
stewards of institutions need to understand the role of enslavement in Nova
Scotia’s economic and institutional history. As African Nova Scotian leader Lynn
Jones has said, commenting on the purpose of reparations projects: “We feel like
slavery didn't happen here and it very much did happen here and we do suffer the
effects of it."80 For people of African descent in Nova Scotia, Nova Scotia’s
entanglement in the enslavement of Black people is not a trivial part of the distant
past, but something that created the present world and its inequalities. In James
Baldwin’s words, “If history were the past, history wouldn't matter. History is the
present, the present. You and I are history. We carry our history. We act in our
history.”81 We can choose to act its better parts.
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